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PLAY PROPOSAL 
Terry Pratchett’s Wyrd Sisters 

 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 

I. General summary 
 

Something is rotten and, frankly, quite stinks in the Kingdom of Lancre. The King is dead, 
and the New King, the evil Duke Felmet, who murdered the previous King, will stop at nothing 
until the whole Kingdom is under his iron hand. The only person who could take the throne 
would be the missing infant Prince. Hunted by the Duke's men the baby finds safety under the 
protection of three local witches, Granny Weatherwax (intolerant, self-opinionated, powerful), 
Nanny Ogg (down-to-earth, vulgar) and Magrat Garlick (naïve, fond of occult jewellery and 
bunnies). The witches have a rule never to interfere, but with the life of a child at stake and the 
fate of the Kingdom at hand, Granny has a saying about rules: “If you're going to break them, 
break them good and hard!" 

Terry Pratchett takes Shakespeare’s Macbeth, sprinkles in a bit of Hamlet and then boils a 
perfectly balanced stew of comedy and social commentary. It’s all there – a wicked duke and 
duchess, the ghost of the murdered king, a Fool wiser beyond his station, dim soldiers, a 
travelling theater, and a land in peril.  
 

II. Proposal submitted by 
o Violet R Ket 
o Caltech Staff (International Students Office);  
o violetrket@yahoo.ca 
o Burbank, CA 

 
III. Project description 

o Name of the play: Terry Pratchett’s “Wyrd Sisters” 
o Genre of show: Comedy 
o Number of characters (9 male, 6 female, 15+ extras) 
o General description of the show – plot, themes, etc: 

Wyrd Sisters is an adaptation of Terry Pratchett’s novel of the same name, set in his 
fantastical Discworld. It is also a satire based on an amalgamation of Shakespearean tragedies. I 
have no doubt that our audience will quickly recognize the familiar plotlines and find Pratchett’s 
humor adding a unique edge to the classic stories. Whether you’ve read any Pratchett books or 
not, the source material in this particular story is so universal that I believe the play will be 
enjoyable to people with varying degrees of familiarity with the Discworld series. 

The play opens with the iconic scene of the three witches on a dark and stormy night... and 
they are preoccupied with finding a timeslot in their busy schedules for their next meeting. In a 
dramatic unfolding of events, they are handed the only legitimate heir to the kingdom – the 
young Prince they name Tomjon. They have to figure out what to do with the baby so that the 
new duke doesn’t find and kill him. Naturally, the only logical thing to do is to hand the child to 
a troupe of traveling actors, where he can grow up in peace until he’s ready to fulfil his destiny. 
His destiny, as we’ll find out later, is just that - to be an actor, but that is not evident until justice 
has been served and the traitorous duke has been removed from power. In the meantime, our 
heroines have to save the kingdom from the new tyrant in power, the Fool has to figure out how 
to navigate the complicated political currents without losing his head and his girlfriend - Magrat, 
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and Hwel the playwright has to rewrite the history of the kingdom of Lancre in a magnificent 
play… But sometimes history doesn’t like to be rewritten.  

Wyrd Sisters is about something we all can identify with or have at least encountered in life: 
the challenges of dealing with a tyrannical ruler who has unrightfully assumed power and is 
planning to bend an entire kingdom to his will, despite the fact that many of the kingdom’s 
denizens seem less than satisfied with his rule. Unlike life, though, in art justice usually 
triumphs, so we can all leave the theater feeling a bit better about the world. Ideally. 

If you are interested in reading the whole play, please contact me and I can send it to you.  

IV. Director
o Violet R Ket (I’d like to direct it)

DETAILED INFORMATION 
I. Reasons for the proposed show

o Large cast: with 15 characters and 15+ extras (most have at least a line or two) –
we can accommodate pretty much anyone who wants to be involved.

o Fantasy and smart humor;
o Known IP – Terry Pratchett’s fan base spans across continents and if we market

this properly and in a timely manner, we should be able to fill up the seats with
people beyond the Caltech/JPL community.

o Timely production: BBC and Amazon are launching a TV miniseries in late April
based on Good Omens – a book co-written by Pratchett and Neil Gaiman, which
will hopefully boost visibility for Pratchett-related content bring in new fans.

o The show is appropriate for all ages and people of all backgrounds
o The stage adaptation was originally written for and performed at a very bare-

bones theater, so it can be staged as minimalistically or as extravagantly as we
desire (e.g. – as our budget allows).

II. Technical Aspects:
o Sets: There are 10 locations. We won’t have to build sets for all of them. We’ll

actually benefit from being outdoors in Alumni House or any other garden. I’d
like to explore painted or printed backdrops with minimal set pieces/props.

o Set/Lights biggest challenge: in the final scenes we need to split the stage in 3
locations that will be lit at different times based on where the action is taking
place. Everything else should be straight forward for lights.

o Costumes: aiming for medieval fantasy: we have a big cast of guards, soldiers,
peasants, dukes, witches, a fool, etc. but there are almost no costume changes, so
once we outfit an actor – they’re set for the show;

o Props: a baby; stage weapons: 2 swords, spears, daggers, bow and arrows;
crown(s); cauldron/wash basin and various household items; a couple of medieval
torture devices; simple stuff.

o Special FX and Sound: thunder/lightning/fire/fog. Flying witches. Nothing crazy.
o Rights acquisition: The play is copyrighted and will cost about $80 per

performance if we set it up at Alumni House. Rights are available from the
Pratchett’s Estate (I can provide details and facilitate communication with the
agent).

o No one has done a Pratchett play in the LA area recently
o For full breakdown of the show, please review the next pages.



Theatrical Full Schedule

Wyrd Sisters

EXT Set Dressing
Shrubs

Night Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny

Props
Baby/bundle1.
bow (crossbow)2.
cauldron3.
crossbow quarrel4.
daggar5.
fake blood6.
plain golden 7.
crown
pocket diary / cell 8.
phone calendar 
x2
sword9.

THE BLASTED HEATH

Background Actors
Soldier 1 (silent)1-1.
Soldier 21-2.
Bowman1-3.

5Scene # 1 Pgs

Visual Effects
flash
Lightning
Fog machine/dry 
ice?

Open on the 3 witches. 1st Soldier gives them a
baby and dies, shot by the Bowman. Bowman 
wants to kill the witches, but he gets killed by 
2nd Soldier, who flees. Witches discuss what to 
do with the baby - maybe give it to theater 
people. 

Sound
Thunder
Wind howling
Hoofbeats

INT Day Cast Members
Duchess Felmet
Duke Felmet
Sergeant

Props
grubby hanky10.

LANCRE CASTLE

Background Actors
Chamberlain2.

4Scene # 2 Pgs

The Chamberlain tells the Duke and Duchess 
that the baby was taken by the witches, also 
that witches don't pay taxes. The Duchess 
admits to the audience that the duke killed his 
cousin, the king. They order a Sergeant to go 
and arrest a witch.

Notes
Sergeant and Chamberlain can be 
combined in a single Sergeant character

EXT Day Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny
Vitoller
Mrs. Vitoller

Props
purse full of coins11.

THE THEATER

Background Actors
Actor3.

5Scene # 3 Pgs

The witches have just seen a theater. They 
meet with Mr and Mrs Vitoller and give them 
some money to look after the child. Magrat 
hides the crown in the props box (off stage). 

Sound
Applause

Notes
backdrop of a stage
Magrat may need to carry the simple 
golden crown with her (or just a big 
enough purse) for the first part of the 
scene.
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Theatrical Full Schedule

Wyrd Sisters

INT Day Cast Members
Fool
Duchess Felmet
Duke Felmet
Sergeant

Props
handkerchief12.

LANCRE CASTLE

5Scene # 4 Pgs

Sergeant tells the Duke that the witch gave him 
tea. The Fool is sitting in the back, then is called
to talk about the witches. The Duchess enters 
and they discuss killing people.

INT Night Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny

Props
match for the 13.
candle
simple white 14.
candle

WITCH'S COTTAGE

2Scene # 5 Pgs

The witches discuss the fact that the new duke 
is burning houses and executing people. Also, 
the old king's ‘droit de seigneur’ - many ppl 
benefited from it. Magrat doesn't understand 
what it is. They also talk about taxes.

INT Day Cast Members
Fool
Duchess Felmet
Duke Felmet

Props
balloon15.
fool's hanky with 16.
bells
jester's stick17.
sandpaper18.

LANCRE CASTLE

4Scene # 6 Pgs

Lots of quipping b/w the Duke and the Fool. 
Duchess enters. Fool tells them that one can 
fight magic with words. The Fool's soliloquy.

Sound
rumbling (as of 
earthquake)

INT Special Effects
demon head 
appears from 
pot
smoke

Day Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny
Demon

Props
a packet of soap 19.
flakes
copper pot20.
drinks21.
rolling pin22.
scrubbing brush23.
washboard24.

WITCH'S COTTAGE

7Scene # 7 Pgs

The witches invoke a demon with random 
kitchen objects. They threaten to boil him if he 
doesn't answer their questions. He tells them 
that the land is unhappy beacuse it wants a king
that cares for it. Magrat asks about the king's 
Fool.
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Theatrical Full Schedule

Wyrd Sisters

INT Set Dressing
Iron Maiden 
(torture device
rack (torture 
device)

Day Cast Members
Nanny
Fool
Duchess Felmet
Duke Felmet
King Verence 
Ghost

Props
pliers25.
rusty rasp/file26.
stocks/shackles27.

CASTLE DUNGEON

5Scene # 8 Pgs

Makeup/Hair
bloody hands for 
Duke

The duke has captured and shackled Nanny. 
She's urging them to go on with the torture. The 
duke and duchess leave. We meet the ghost of 
king Verence. The duke, duchess return with 
the Fool and Nanny tells them how the king was
killed. 

Sound
echoey drippy 
water
clock chimesNotes

If we don't find an Iron Maiden or a rack, it 
may be painted, along with other torture 
devices.

EXT Wardrobe
Magrat's black 
cloak
Magrat's pointed 
hat
Magrat's witchy 
attire

Day Cast Members
Magrat
Granny

Props
basket of apples28.
Granny's hat29.
Hat pin30.
spears (for 31.
guards) x2

CASTLE GATEHOUSE

Background Actors
Guard 19-1.
Guard 29-2.
Peasants9-3.

3Scene # 9 Pgs

Granny forces her way in the castle under the 
disguise of an apple seller. So does Magrat 
moments later.

INT Set Dressing
dungeon door

Day Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Fool

Props
sword9.
knife32.

OUTSIDE THE DUNGEON

Background Actors
Guard 310-1.
Guard 410-2.

Stunts
Magrat fights 
Guard 3
The fool fights 
with Guard 3

3Scene # 10 Pgs

Visual Effects
big flash
flash

Guards 3 and 4 are molesting Magrat when the 
Fool enters and they start fighting. Magrat 
saves the Fool. Tries to open the dungeon door.
Granny comes to help.

Sound
explosion

INT Day Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny
Fool
Duchess Felmet
Duke Felmet
King Verence 
Ghost

CASTLE DUNGEON

5Scene # 11 Pgs

The Duke tells the witches they can't dethrone 
him, because anyone  they put in power will be 
under the influence of magic. He's right. The 
Fool invites Magrat to a date. Verence asks 
Granny to return his son to the throne. 
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Theatrical Full Schedule

Wyrd Sisters

Visual Effects
big flash

INT Day Cast Members
Fool
Duchess Felmet
Duke Felmet

Props
cheesegrater33.
coin34.

LANCRE CASTLE

5Scene # 12 Pgs

The Fool explains the power of words to the 
duke and duchess. With examples. The Fool is 
given the task to find a playright who will write a 
play about how great the duke is.

EXT Night Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny

Props
broomsticks x235.

THE BLASTED HEATH

4Scene # 13 Pgs

The witches plan to mess with time in order to 
have 15 yrs pass in 1 night, so that they could 
get the king's soon to come reclaim the throne 
as a grown man/teenager.

Notes
Have Magrat exit before the end with "I 
have a date" or something. It's omitted 
from the script, but needs to be there for 
continuity.

EXT Special Effects
Magic effects :) 
flashes, witch on 
broomstick 
cutouts, etc.

Night Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny
Fool

Props
broomsticks x235.

THE WOOD / THE BLASTED 

4Scene # 14 Pgs

Magrat and  the Fool on a date. They kiss and 
freeze: Nanny and Granny are performing the 
time-forward spell. INTERMISSION. We come 
back to Fool and Magrat. Fool tells her he's 
going to Ankh-Morpork to find a playwright. She 
gets mad at him.

Sound
Magic FX music 
to go into 
intermission
crows caw

Notes
The stage here is split in 2 parts.

EXT Day Cast Members
Fool
Hwel
Tomjon

Props
purse full of coins11.

STREET IN ANKH-

Background Actors
Robber 115-1.
Robber 215-2.

3Scene # 15 Pgs

The robbers are mugging the Fool. Tomjon and 
Hwel come to the rescue. The Fool meets his 
playwright.
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Theatrical Full Schedule

Wyrd Sisters

EXT Day Cast Members
Hwel
Tomjon
Vitoller

Props
purse full of coins11.

THE THEATER

3Scene # 16 Pgs

Vitoller, Hwel and Tomjon discuss if Hwell will 
take the job of writing the play for the Duke. The
pay, er, play is the thing! And building the Dysk 
Theater. He will write it.

EXT Day Cast Members
Hwel
Tomjon
Vitoller

Props
play manuscript36.

THE THEATER

2Scene # 17 Pgs

Same as scene 16, but a day later. They are 
discussing the play, now written.

INT Night Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny

Props
crystal ball37.

WITCH'S COTTAGE

2Scene # 18 Pgs

The witches are looking into the crystal ball as 
the theater troup is traveling to Lancre.

EXT Set Dressing
Shrubs

Day Cast Members
Granny
Hwel
Tomjon

Props
map38.

ON THE ROAD

Background Actors
Players19.

3Scene # 19 Pgs

The company is lost. Granny shows up to give 
them directions.

Notes
Mountains painted on the backdrop. The 
company is lost. Or we could possibly 
even cut that scene

EXT Day Cast Members
Magrat
Fool

Props
small present39.

THE WOOD / THE BLASTED 

3Scene # 20 Pgs

The Fool tells Magrat about the play that he's 
not supposed to tell her about. 
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Theatrical Full Schedule

Wyrd Sisters

INT Night Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny
Fool
Duchess Felmet
Duke Felmet
Hwel
Tomjon
King Verence 
Ghost

Props
cauldron3.
spears (for 31.
guards) x2
bloody bandages40.
large knittig 41.
needle
walnuts42.
wig43.

LANCRE CASTLE - MAIN 

Background Actors
Actor3.
Guard 310-1.
Guard 410-2.
1st witch actor21-1.
2nd witch actor21-2.
3rd witch actor21-3.
Actor Wimsloe 21-4.
(Death)

9Scene # 21 Pgs

The PLAY. The stage is split 3 or 2 ways: 
Auditorium, Backstage, On-Stage. We switch 
b/w Aud. and Backstage. The witches exit just 
before the Duke shows up. The actor witches 
get arrested.

Sound
Trumpet effect

INT Night Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny
Fool
Duchess Felmet
Duke Felmet
Hwel
Tomjon
Actor Bedlin 
(Duke)
Actor Gumridge 
(Duchess)

Props
cauldron3.
Fire (red paper)44.
rock (hand-held)45.
theathrical daggar46.

LANCRE CASTLE - MAIN 

Background Actors
Guard 310-1.

5Scene # 22 Pgs

THE PLAY: ON STAGE (still split in 3?) The 
witches enter and start commenting. The duke 
admits everything and "kills" himself with the 
fake daggar. The duchess flees. Tomjon 
refuses to become king.

EXT Night Cast Members
Magrat
Granny
Nanny

Props
coronation mug 47.
"Viva Verence II 
Rex"

THE BLASTED HEATH

4Scene # 23 Pgs

The witches discuss how the Fool, who 
becomes king, and Tomjon are really brothers, 
but neither of them is the old king's son. 
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